INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FRONT SEATS

1) Remove Headrest
   • button
   • pin hole (use paper clip)
   • non-removable
     headrests require
     Velcro at factory

2) Slide on Hood
   • line up seat cover
     seams with seat

3) Center Straps
   • push center straps
     through tuck of seat
   • you may have to
     remove hooks if
     clearance is tight

4) Fit Bottom
   • line up seat cover seams
     with seat seams

5) Secure Fastening System
   • low seat clearance -
     use wire coat hanger
     or installation tool
   • avoid hooking straps
     to wires or
     mechanized parts

6) Adjust Seat Cover
   • push and tuck seat
     cover for a finished
     look
   • with use, your seat
     cover will further
     contour to your seat

7) Install Headrests
   • lift top of seat cover up and
     carefully cut a small hole(s)
     side to side slightly bigger than
     post(s)
   • insert headrest post(s) into
     post guides
   • Velcro tops - notch Velcro for
     headrest post(s) if applicable

PLEASE ENJOY!

SIDE IMPACT AIR BAGS

SEAT COVER HAS BEEN ALTERED FOR
SEAT MOUNTED SIDE IMPACT AIR BAGS